We have developed an analytically based, energy fluxnormalized numerical modeling code (ESSEMOD), capable of modeling the wave propagation of all existing ElectroSeismic and SeismoElectric source-receiver combinations in horizontally layered configurations. We compare the results of several of these modeled source-receiver combinations in a homogeneous medium with explicitly derived homogeneous space Green's function solutions, in order to be able to validate the results of ESSEMOD both in arrival times and amplitudes. Especially the amplitudes are important due to the fact that the main reason seismoelectric phenomena are not yet used in industry, are the weak amplitudes of these phenomena. Here we show that ESSEMOD correctly models the wave propagation of components of the electric field generated by different components of bulk forces, as well as the particle velocity fields generated by a bulk force source and an electric current source. We are capable of validating both amplitudes and arrival times of the results of ESSEMOD for all electroseismic and seismoelectric source-receiver combinations in homogeneous media. Herewith, we reduce uncertainty in our modeling results (also for heterogeneous scenarios) and can get better insights in which parameters affect the amplitudes most. In addition, we show that ESSEMOD is capable of modeling reciprocal source-receivers combinations correctly, implicitly indicating correct modeling of both geometrical configurations (source located above or below the receiver level). ESSEMOD can now be used for comparison with and validation of existing seismoelectric layered earth numerical modeling codes. Afterwards, ESSEMOD can be used for validation of existing seismoelectric finite-element and finite-difference codes.
INTRODUCTION
Since Pride (1994) has derived the system of equations describing the seismoelectric effect in a porous, fluid-saturated medium, quite some research has been carried out regarding this phenomenon. Pride's system of equations is a coupled system of Biot's poroelastic equations and Maxwell's electromagnetic equations. Due to the coupling between Biot's poroelastic equations and Maxwell's electromagnetic equations, the seismoelectric effect can provide us with additional information about for example the porosity and permeability of the medium and information about the pore-fluid content. In recent years, quite some numerical finite-element and finite-difference codes have been developed for modeling the seismoelectric effect in 2D (e.g. Haines and Pride (2006) , Zyserman et al. (2010) ). Furthermore, Haartsen and Pride (1997) and Garambois and Dietrich (2002) have used an analytically based code to model some 3D seismoelectric source-receiver combinations in a horizontally layered, radially symmetric medium. We have recently developed an analytically based, energy flux-normalized numerical modeling code (ESSEMOD), capable of modeling the wave propagation of all existing ElectroSeismic and SeismoElectric source-receiver combinations in horizontally layered, radially symmetric configurations. ESSEMOD makes use of global reflection coefficients, leading to an efficient numerical scheme due to the fact that explicit computation of the scattering matrices is not required. FourierBessel transformations are used to go back from the horizontal wavenumber-frequency domain to the space-frequency domain. We compare the results of several of these modeled source-receiver combinations in a homogeneous medium with explicitly derived homogeneous space Green's function solutions, in order to be able to validate the results of ESSEMOD both in arrival times and amplitudes. Especially the amplitudes are important due to the fact that the main reason seismoelectric phenomena are not yet used in industry, are the weak amplitudes of these phenomena (e.g. Dean and Dupuis (2011) , Thompson et al. (2007) ). By validating ESSEMOD with homogeneous space Green's function solutions, we obtain certainty in our modeling results and can get better insights in which parameters affect the amplitudes most. Furthermore, ESSEMOD can then be used to validate existing seismoelectric layered earth numerical modeling codes (e.g. Garambois and Dietrich (2002) , Haartsen and Pride (1997) ). When compared and validated with these codes, ESSEMOD can be used for testing finite element and finite difference codes, as well as for further investigation of all parameters and coupling effects that play a role in this complex physical phenomenon.
THEORY
Following a similar approach as Haartsen and Pride (1997) , the full system of seismoelectric equations can be decoupled into its two propagation modes: the SH-TE mode (indicated below with superscript H) where the horizontally polarized shear wave is coupled to the transverse electric field, and the P-SV-TM mode (indicated below with superscript V ) where Biot's fast and slow P-waves are coupled via the vertically polarized shear waves to the transverse magnetic field. We can capture the expressions for both propagation modes separately into the following matrix differential equation
different approach to that of Pride and Haartsen (1996) to obtain the homogeneous space Green's functions. Where Pride and Haartsen (1996) inverted a subset of equations to derive a few homogeneous space-solutions, we model all seismoelectric and electroseismic source-receiver combinations both in ESSEMOD and with homogeneous space Green's function solutions. We make use of energy flux-normalized composition and decomposition matrices. The details of this flux-normalization procedure go beyond the scope of this abstract. One of the benefits is that the transpose of the composition (sub)matrices can be used as the inverse for the decomposition (sub)matrices. Assuming these flux-normalized composition and decomposition matrices are known, we now transform equation (1) to the three-dimensional wavenumber domain (denoted by the breve) using ∂ 3 ⇐⇒ − jk 3 , where j is the imaginary unit, from which we obtain
which can be solved as
with the following expressions for the Green's matrices in 3
Here,G ab denotes a Green's submatrix of the total 8x8 or 4x4 Green's matrix for the P-SV-TM and SH-TE propagation modes, respectively. In equation (4),L 1,2 are submatrices (4x4 or 2x2) of the total 8x8 or 4x4 composition matrix, consisting of the eigenvectors of the P-SV-TM and SH-TE propagation modes, respectively. The superscript T denotes matrix transposition (for taking the inverse). The matrix Γ Γ Γ is a diagonal matrix (4x4 or 2x2) consisting of the eigenvalues of either the P-SV-TM or the SH-TE system, respectively. TheG is a diagonal 4x4 or 2x2 Green's function matrix, consisting of the scalar Green's functions for the different wavetypes: fast P-wave (Pf), slow P-wave (Ps), vertically polarized shear wave (sv) and transverse magnetic field (tm) for the P-SV-TM mode and the horizontally polarized shear wave (sh) and transverse electric field (te) for the SH-TE mode, respectively. We can now select which source-receiver combination we want to model in a homogeneous space, in order to validate the results obtained from ESSEMOD. We can express all source-receiver combinations in terms of homogeneous spacesolutions. When certain field quantities are present in the field vectors of both propagation modes, the SH-TE and P-SV-TM results need to be combined in the end to find the total Green's function solution for these fields. We will start with a comprehensive example and focus on a combined field E 1 due to a pure P-SV-TM source-type:f b 3 being the bulk force in the x 3 -direction (depth), where the hat denotes a space-frequency domain quantity. For the field vector ordening used in ES-SEMOD, the expression for the electric field belonging to the P-SV-TM propagation mode due tof b 3 reads
The following relation holds between the electric fields for the P-SV-TM mode and the SH-TE mode and the electric field component in the x 1 -direction
where κ is the radial wavenumber, κ = k 2 1 + k 2 2 , and where the subscript 'norm' refers to the fact that the field quantities of both propagation modes have been normalized with a factor −κ. In the case of a pure P-SV-TM source type (like thê f b 3 ), the SH-TE contribution to the expression 9 is zero. Using this relation, filling in the correct components of the composition matrices in 8 and transforming analytically back to the space-frequency domain, the necessary homogeneous Green's function solution for E f b 3 1 can be obtained. We omit the exact expressions here for brevity. In this way, all possible seismoelectric and electroseismic source-receiver combinations can be expressed in terms of their homogeneous space solution and can be compared with the numerical homogeneous results from ESSEMOD. To further illustrate this, we will look at v J e 1 1 , the particle velocity in the x 1 -direction due to an electric dipole source in the x 1 -direction, and v f b 1 1 , the particle velocity in the x 1 -direction due to a bulk force source in the x 1 -direction. For the field vector ordening used in ESSEMOD, the expressions for the particle velocity field belonging to the P-SV-TM propagation mode due toĴ e 1 andf b 1 , read
respectively. Similarly, the expressions for the particle velocity field belonging to the SH-TE propagation mode due toĴ e 1 and f b 1 , arev
respectively. We can combine the particle velocity fields of both propagation modes into the particle velocity field in the x 1 -direction, viȃ
Validation of an electroseismic and seismoelectric modeling code by the explicit homogeneous space solutions space solutions, which can be directly modeled and compared with the numerical results in a homogeneous medium from ESSEMOD. An overview of the relevant symbols, their physical meaning and the values used for the numerical modeling experiments are presented in Table 1 . Here,ρ E = η/ jωk andε = ε 0 ε R + 1 jωσ e −ρ EL 2 . In both numerical schemes (ESSEMOD and the analytical Green's function solutions), all seismoelectric parameters and their mutual relations are used as input, as formulated in Pride (1994) .
RESULTS
We have directly modeled the homogeneous space expressions for the source-receiver combinations mentioned above (referred to as 'analytical'), in order to check the results that are generated by ESSEMOD for a homogeneous medium (referred to as 'ESSEMOD'). To simulate a homogeneous medium in ESSEMOD, all medium parameters in the different layers are chosen equal to each other, such that all reflection coefficients are zero. For the modeling geometry we have placed a source at x S = (0, 0, 100) m depth, the receivers at 770 m depth and we consider a receiver grid of 51 receivers in both the x 1 -and x 2 -directions with a spacing of 10 m. The source wavelet is the first spatial derivative of a Gaussian with a peak frequency of 30 Hz and an amplitude of 1 GPa/m (for the seismic source types) and 1 GA/m −2 (for the electrical current source). Figure 1a 1 (looking in the x 2 -direction). We have used the logaritmic scale in order to be able to see most of the generated fields. We can observe that both the timing and the amplitudes of the different wavetypes are almost identical for the analytical case and ES-SEMOD. A direct flat EM event is visible at t=0 s, which corresponds to the part of equation (8) describing theĜ tm Green's function expression. This is the source-converted direct EMwave. Around t=0.2 s we can observe a hyperbola with an arrival time corresponding to the fast P-wave velocity, a coseismic field. The contribution in the analytical case comes from the part of equation (8) describing theĜ P f Green's function. Around t=0.3 s we observe another hyperbola with a steeper curvature, meaning a slower propagation velocity. The arrival time of this event, another coseismic field, corresponds to the vertically polarized shear-wave velocity, described in the analytical case by the part of equation (8) dealing withĜ sv . All individual contributions of the different wavetypes for different medium parameters or fluid properties can be modeled and checked separately using the corresponding wavetype parts of the analytical Green's function solutions. Using this analysis, it can be seen that the slow P-wave does not contribute in this time window, which makes sense due to its very low propagation velocity. Figure 1b shows a single selected trace from this dataset, showing in red the result obtained from ESSEMOD and black dashed the analytical result. One can clearly see that the phase, amplitude and waveform all match perfectly. However, only one main event is visible in this trace plot, namely the one corresponding to theĜ P f Green's function. This due to the fact that, as visible in Figure 1a , the other two events have amplitudes that are several orders of magnitude lower than thê G P f related event and are only visible due to the logaritmic amplitude scale. In a similar way, Figures 2b and 2e show the similarities for the v 1 source-receiver combination. As we now consider a seismic wave quantity due to a seismic source type, one can expect higher amplitudes than in the previous two examples, due to the fact that a complete wavetype conversion is not required to generate the desired field. These higher expected amplitudes can indeed be observed. In addition, now both the fast pressure field and the shear wavefield related arrivals can be observed in the single trace plot (Figure 2d ), due to these higher amplitudes. Also, one can observe that in this case the slower, SV-wave related event has a higher amplitude than the fast pressure wave related event. Again, both figures illustrate that both the analytical expressions as well as ESSEMOD generate almost identical results. Finally, Figures 2c and 2f show the results of a reciprocal numerical modeling experiment carried out using 
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that ESSEMOD correctly models the wave propagation of the electric field component in the x 1 -direction due to an f b 3 source type, as well as the particle velocity field component in the x 1 -direction due to both a J e 1 and an f b 1 source type. In addition, it has been shown that ESSEMOD is capable of modeling the reciprocal source-receivers combinations E 1 correctly (implicitly indicating consistent modeling of both geometrical configurations). We are capable of validating both the amplitudes and arrival times of the results of ESSE-MOD for all electroseismic and seismoelectric source-receiver combinations in homogeneous media. Hereby, we reduce uncertainty in the obtained numerical results. From the explicit expressions we have obtained insight in the strength of the contributions of the four different possible wave types. Once all sources and receivers are validated, ESSEMOD can be used to compare numerical results obtained with other seismoelectric layered earth codes and afterwards also to validate existing seismoelectric finite-difference and finite-element codes.
